
Performance Coaching: TEAM GOALS Defensive Zone (DZ)

Goal Description Description of Key Work,Behaviours and Expectations Measurement

# 1. Defend our Blue Line & 
Entrance into the Zone

1. Our D pairings will play one stick length GAP control and 
challenge the puck carrier at our blue line. Teach and coach D on 
playing within the dots and skill of forcing a forward to the outside 
(boards) with a proper GAP and footwork. 

Review of Game Video

2. Our Forward lines will back check and provide the necessary 
back pressure for the D pairings to play one stick length GAP 
control and challenge at our blue line.

3. Our D pairings will play between the dots and force the puck 
carrier to the outside (boards) when challenging the puck carrier at 
the blue line and always play body-stick-puck on the puck carrier 
(man first) then the puck.

4. Our back checking forwards will provide the strong side D with 
puck support or pick up the opponents F2 entering the zone. 

5. We will get five players in the box at the blue line to support the 
puck recovery, possession and exit process off the zone entry 
defence.

6. As a team we are going to support the puck - always 
outnumber and NEVER outnumbered!

#2. Defend the Zone with Structure
1. We will play team defence and support the puck defensively 
and offensively with five players in the box with the following puck 
locations:

Review of Game Video, Shot 
Tracker App to measure SOG 

by puck location in the DZ.

1A. Strong side corner puck,

1B. Strong side hash mark or side boards puck,

1C. Behind the net puck,

1D. Point puck (always man coverage),

1E. Net zone or Slot zone puck (lock down these zones with 
proper man coverage)

2. First man always plays the body body-stick-puck to create puck 
separation.

3. Always 2nd and 3rd man puck support in puck battles (always 
outnumber). 

4. Always execute our puck recovery/puck control exit plays off 
every puck battle recovery strong side.

5. Execute zone coverage as necessary only and play man 
coverage as often as possible. 

6. Execute our face-off assignments (man coverage) to perfection. 
Nobody enters the face-off not knowing their role.

7. Sticks in passing lanes body in shooting lane. 

8. Demonstrate the ability to "force puck turnovers" individually 
and as a group in confined space.

#3. Exit the DZ with Ease even 
under Pressure

1. Execute our DZ puck recovery and exit play off every soft dump 
or hard rim. Review of Game Video

2. Execute our strong side puck battle and recovery plays off five 
in the box.

3. Execute the DZ by using the width and depth of the ice surface 
with five in the box to perfection.

4. Execute our face off win play with structure, patience and puck 
control. Every player must know their role. 
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